The remote access features of the TLS-450PLUS deliver critical inventory and site data when and where it’s needed. Monitor alarm notifications and inventory levels in real-time so immediate action can be taken. Resolve issues remotely to reduce dispatching and maintenance costs.

With multiple ways to connect to TLS-450PLUS, you have the tools needed to react faster and reduce site down time.

**THE PLUS VIEW**

- Station overview for an immediate status check on tank inventory
- Reports tab allows quick access to Alarm, Inventory, and Last Delivery reports
- Map view to allow for easy navigation between sites

**THE REMOTE VIEW**

- App updates with ATG data as activity happens on site in real-time
- View Active Alarms with one touch
- Audible and on-screen notifications to identify issues easily and quickly
- Regularly monitor tank levels
- For wired and wireless applications

**WEB-ENABLED**

- Modify ATG Configurations and Access Diagnostics
- Print Wet Stock Management and Compliance Reports
- Email Notifications for Alarms and Reports
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Call 888.561.7942 or visit [www.veeder.com](http://www.veeder.com)